bio-based circular materials from cocoa harvesting process from Ecuador

HELLO
WE ARE
an Italo-Ecuadorian material research and design studio that
has embarked on a social entrepreneurship to develop new
biodegradable, compostable and sustainable materials using
agricultural waste from cocoa crops in Ecuador-South America.

www.kajkao.com/

WHERE
Usually cultivated in the rainforest, the cacao tree
grows and thrives in a biodiverse environment.
Ecuador’s unique geographical conditions favor

(hectares) that grow 400.000 tons/ha/year of this
precious raw material. Ecuador is historically
known for oﬀering the ﬁnest cacao beans, and
was awarded ﬁrst prize at the Salon du Chocolat
in Paris (2011), under the category “Best bean by
geographical region”. Located in South America,
Ecuador is, according to ICCO (The International
Cocoa Organization, 2019), one of the main
producers of cacao, ranking third largest exporter
worldwide and contributing with 7% of the
world’s total production.
Ecuador is also known as the world’s leader in
production of ‘Fine and Aromatic Cacao’,
considered top quality, that make up 75% of the
world’s production, according to Anecacao
(National Association of Cacao Exporters –
Ecuador).

ECUADOR

cacao production in approximately 500.000 ha

WHY
MATTER.PEOPLE.ENVIRONMENT
" A circular economy is one that is restorative and
regenerative by design and aims to keep products,

Drawing inspiration from ancient Ecuadorian

components, and materials at their highest utility

practices in agriculture, we aim to contribute

and value at all times, distinguishing between

on a socioeconomic and environmental level
while creating an array of biomaterials that

technical and biological cycles."

could potentially replace other, more
contaminating materials used today.

Ellen MacArthur Foundation

SYSTEMIC

Growing products in a chacra, refers not only
to the technique but a philosophy to plant a
diversity of products to share and beneﬁt the
whole community. This technique
encouraged the group to analytically explore
the main components of cacao agricultural
waste, cascading the matter for diﬀerent
uses and purposes, by extracting value from
stored energy before the nutrients go back
into the soil.

WHY
From a social point of view, we aim to improve the quality of

From a biotechnology point of view, being able to generate

life for cocoa farmers by creating new business opportunities,

complex chemical processes under room temperature entails

adding another source of income, and strengthening

low environmental impact. The organisms, resources, and

capabilities by harnessing the full potential of agricultural

necessary components are available from the croplands and

waste.

SOCIAL

the agricultural waste.

ENVIRONMENTAL

From an environmental aspect, the materials we create
contribute to lowering the ecological footprint by reducing
CO2 emissions from agricultural composting, and minimizing
contaminating phenols that deteriorate the quality, texture and
mineral content of the soil.

BIO-TECHNOLOGY
DRIVEN DESIGN

ECONOMIC

From an economic perspective, transforming a linear system
of production (extract, produce, consume, discard) into a
circular system yields eﬀectiveness, generates growth,
minimizes the energy input required, and maximizes the
retention of value along the production chain.

HOW
STAKEHOLDERS NETWORK

Our ambition is to create a network
of actors from the beginning of the
cocoa production chain, to generate
added value and empower people.

eco-SYSTEMIC
We believe a circular economy approach
has the power to reach outcomes that will
directly beneﬁt communities in Ecuador, the
environment and ultimately the world, by
having an impact throughout the cacao
production and supply chain, by adding
value to unused product that would become
waste otherwise, and by providing a longer
lifespan to the product itself.

HOW
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MATERIALS
PROCESS.POTENTIAL
The biomaterials kajkāo has developed, are biodegradable and/or compostable and
contribute to lowering the ecological footprint by reducing CO2 emissions from
agricultural composting, and minimizing contaminating phenols that deteriorate the
quality, texture and mineral content of the soil.
Plant-based leather, bioplastic, cardboard, insulation panels, wood, and cork-like
applications are some of the outcomes achieved by this group. Some of these
biomaterials have no additives while others incorporate up to 2% of other bio
components.

OUR PROCESS

INSULATING

CHIPBOARD

BIO-PLASTICS

PLANT-BASED
LEATHER

OBTAINED MATERIALS

FROM 1KG OF AGRICULTURAL
WASTE, WE GET...

0,00045 m3 of plant-based
leather

B
C

0,00002016 m3 of wood-like chipboard

0,0018 m3 of bioplastic

A

D

0,00000504 m3 of sound and
thermal insulation material

SOUNDS LIKE LITTLE
but, per year...

THE POTENTIAL MATERIALITY
WE GET IN ECUADOR

X 240.000 ha =
5.400.000 m3 of plant-based
leather

36.000 BOEING 777
21.600.000 m3 of bioplastic

A

B
16.128 BOEING 777
2.419.200 m3 of wood-like chipboard

C

D

64800 m3 of sound and thermal

140.000 BOEING 777

insulation material

432 BOEING 777

FACT SHEET
Ecuador

some

PICTURES

bio-plastic
PICTURE SAMPLE

https://www.kajkao.com/03-bioplastic

plant-based leather

PICTURE SAMPLE

https://www.kajkao.com/03-bioplastic

chipboard
PICTURE SAMPLE

https://www.kajkao.com/01-fine-grain-chipboard

Thermo-acoustic.
Insulating

PICTURE SAMPLE

https://www.kajkao.com/02-coarse-grain-chipboard

PEOPLE
CURRENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

FROM FARMER TO CONSUMER
A large percentage of cacao is produced by small communities living in precarious
conditions, many of these families living of 500 USD/year from cacao proﬁts, which
represent up to 5% of the entire production chain. This is neither sustainable or
acceptable scenario.
The so-called circular materials are the tangible element of the non-linear economic
scheme. The possibilities of provenience and composition of such matter are vast,
but face a technological challenge related to the adaptability and stabilization of
periodically available supplies, and its use in attractive applications, capable of
changing the users' conception from waste to resource.

We aim to
work with small farmers associations to contribute with the
preservation of traditional ways of cultivation and the genetic diversity
of Ecuador’s cacao, specially Fine aroma cacao.
Farmers who practice zero deforestation complemented with
ecoagriculture principles.

Where
For the moment, we have established a ﬁrst approach to initiate a
pilot experiment with an Afro-Ecuadorian association. The objective
is to initiate the testing of the ﬂow of raw materials for the elaboration
of our materials.

PEOPLE

FARMERS
what have we done so far

Who
Within this community, we have discovered the opportunity to work
with a women's and youth organization. It is strategic to empower
this group of people so that the ancestral practices of cocoa
cultivation are not lost and are practiced with greater inclusion and
equity within the farming population.

we have started to establish links with a nonproﬁt
organization working in the north of the province of
Esmeraldas in Ecuador. Their primary purpose is to help
improve the quality of life of local residents, especially
those who are poorest. For this, they encourages the
revitalization of cocoa farming and marketing, oﬀering
small producers and partners the opportunity to enter
markets paying fair price, hence encouraging continuous
improvement in income.

Why test users from the beginning?
If materials are the tangible element of this system in crisis, users are its fuel, without their change of mentality
from consumers to citizens nothing can be solved. Several vehicles can inﬂuence in a very powerful way the
change of habits of the people, in Kajkāo, we consider the design as one of them. Design has the power to
imagine new realities, from a system vision, involving various actors and aspects, from the most abstract to the
most tangible.

How: Cultural Probes
The solutions generated through design can be an interesting incentive to be able to contribute to the change
from a linear system, towards a cyclical and circular system. Or at least that is what we designers assume,
that is why we have started a phase of testing through cultural probes, to have an honest and deep answer
about the user's perception at the time of experimenting ﬁrst hand with our project.

Why
The user is a key element for the project, is the element that closes the cycle, that is why it is important to
communicate and test with them the nature of our product. There is almost no previous culture of use of
neo-materials, their behavior and characteristics are pretty much unknown, that's why the user could try to
associate them with classic materials and also compare them with that performance. Our materials, of
biological origin and biodegradable purpose, are alive and suﬀer permanent transformations in response to
the environment, however, their principal use features are not aﬀected.
If we stop to think about it for a moment, all the materials we already use are like this, wood with time
degrades, it suﬀers attacks from pathogens, some plastic materials crystallize with the sun, they fracture,
metals oxidize and so on, and consumers accept the click of the transformation of the already known. With
these probes we want to test if it is possible by communication to gain the user's acceptance to the
responsiveness of our materials, for example how it feels with a material that changes texture in response to
moisture, is a positive experience, negative or neutral.
Their response the key because, for a cleaner production and ﬁnal disposal, one of our decisions has been
not to force the behavior of the material.

PEOPLE

CONSUMERS
our ﬁrst approach

INDUSTRY
CURRENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

THE CONTEXT OF COVID19 AS
AN OPPORTUNITY
The productive dynamics of the entire world have changed in the context of
the COVID19 pandemic, many activities have slowed down or stopped.
Could this be an opportunity to take our idea towards scalability?

We aim to
Scalability has been one of our objectives from the beginning, we
want to take our results to a successive phase with a greater
production in quantitative and qualitative terms. To this end, it is
necessary to establish strategic links with industrial actors so that
together we can take our products to this next stage.

INDUSTRIES
COVID19 SCENARIO
what have we done so far

Our vision in the current context
We are aware that many industrial production activities of products
similar to ours have decreased or stopped their activity. We have
seen in this fact the opportunity to approach industrialists, who
possess the mental opening towards new productive models and to
conform this way a strategic association, where their infrastructure
and knowledge (for now in misuse), serve to be able to take our
products towards the scalability.

“Global Value Chains are undergoing profound changes,
with important implications for the manufacturing and
production ecosystem. In 2019, we developed a
framework to anticipate the ongoing reconﬁguration of
Global Value Chains and derive key imperatives for
businesses and policy makers. The emergence of
COVID-19 is accelerating the change of global value

So far...

delivery models, with unprecedented consequences for

We have managed to establish a ﬁrst approach with an industrialist
who will help us in the coming months, to develop one of our
bio-based materials. In this way we will be able to realize a complete
prototype of our system: Designers, producers, industrialists and
consumers.

of COVID-19 on manufacturers and supply chains

manufactures and supply chains. Mitigating the impact

requires both new approaches and new forms of
collaboration to increase overall resilience. We are
bringing together C-level executives from the
manufacturing ecosystem to exchange best practices
and incubate new collaborations and responses to value
chain disruption”.
The World Economic Forum, 2020

C

CIRCULAR TRANSITION
bio-based circular materials
are a sustainable alternative for the future.

we are devoted to designing the
future NOW.

MEET OUR TEAM

DAVID
GRANIZO

CARLA
ANDERSON

PRODUCT AND
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

PRODUCT
DESIGNER

David Granizo is an Industrial and
Graphic Designer who works with a
multidisciplinary collective of
professionals in architectural and
product design projects based on
user centered development.

Carla Anderson is a Product Designer
specialized in visual merchandising
and art direction. With an
entrepreneurial nature, she has
developed the ability to understand
customer requirements in order to
oﬀer creative, innovative and eﬀective
solutions.

CLAUDIA
VALVERDE
ARCHITECT
Claudia Valverde is an Architect
specialized in Industrial Design for
Architecture who works as a
freelancer professional and design
lecturer Her passion is to enhance the
design results through contemporary
theories, methods and instruments.

LUCA
FRANZETTI
ARCHITECT
Luca Franzetti is an architect who
graduated from Polytechnic of Milan,
specialized in interethnic urban
planning. Passionate about
researching and applying the
principles of complexity theory as a
vehicle to interpret contemporary
society to produce coherent design
proposals.

MORE INFO

Kajkao_by_Lako

VISIT OUR WEB
kajkāo_by_lakò

www.kajkao.com
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND INTEREST

